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Island lava java happy hour

It's been twice now, both times for happy hours (smaller parts and limited options from the main menu). Friendly and fast service. The first time a bartender is very coming about food (avoid Calamari, apparently), what is included and how much. Didn't order food this time, just heard him talk to other guests. Gives another shot for food: island salad, day fish (Ono), grilled octane.
(First two off happy hour menu). Salads are really fresh and more than enough for two to split. The fish are well reflected and cooked perfectly damp and sweet- four big fingers with sweet potatoes (if it has come with a salad, more than enough for dinner!). Octopus is very nice roasted and very soft. It can be served warmer and we feel the potion is a little on the small side. The
view is very nice, but power lines prevent from the second floor and the continuous traffic flow from the first. Plenty of TV to watch the game, but didn't explode loudly.:) SEE OUR LIVE WEBCAM We're OPEN to eating-in again! We take every precaution with cleanliness and cleaning. We ask our Guests to arrive wearing masks, following social distancing protocols. Our employees
will wear masks and smiles under :) We have gone to limited capacity and exit space of all 6+ ft dining tables in all our open dining areas. We follow all guidelines in our efforts to keep our Communities, Employees and Guests healthy and safe. We are very grateful for the support for the local business! Here at Island Lava Java Bistro, we offer fresh food on the island, using locally
sourced ingredients. Includes grass fed Big Island Beef, local organic salad, Puna Chick Chicken, Big Island lamb cheese and more... All our meals are provided fresh daily to the highest standards. We have our own bakery on site and burn all our own bread, pizza dough, pastries, muffins and desserts from scratch every day. Lava Java Island still proudly serves 100% Of Kona
Coffee and organic espresso as usual, and of course the amazing fresh juices, smoothies and Lava Java Shake, all the favorite ones! We invite you to come check us out for Dinner and Breakfast, Lunch &amp; Happy Hour too! Aloha Nui Loa! 75-5801 Ali'i Drive Building 1, Kailua, HI, US 96740Rating · 4.6šeit ir atzīmējušies 40 717 cilvēki slēgts·07:30 - 19:30Šobrīd slēgts·07:30 -
19:30PirmdienaOtrdienaTrešdienaCeturtdienaPiektdienaSestdienaSvētdiena07:30 - 19:3007:30 - 19:3007:30 - 19:3007:30 - 19:3007:30 - 19:3007:30 - 19:3007:30 - fresh produce from local farms, Big Island beef, fresh local fish, homemade bread &amp; Dessert, and incredible sea views! E commo mai! Skatīt vairākRedzēt of mazākPage TransparencyFacebook shows
information to help you better understand the purposes of the Page. See View taken by the person who manages and posts content. Skatīt visu We saw an episode where Guy Fieri was able to get off at the restaurant. We've been here for a happy hour downstairs and that's nice. So this time we came here at the end of the happy hour in time for drinks and early bites from their
happy hour menu, dining upstairs. The husband has the best Mai Tai in town and fish and chips. He agrees Mai Tai is very good. I had oh fish tacos so good with their spirited fruit salsa, and it went well with Waikiki Brewery Skinny Jeans IPA. Prices are a good deal on their happy hour menu, so we'll be back again and again. The usual menu looks a bit expensive, but to others
who are here on vacation, well they don't mind. Maybe we'll give it a try when we have guests visiting us in the future. We had breakfast in Lava Java, but I was expecting any good dishes on this place! We took the opportunity on our last morning in Kona to get off at Lava Java for breakfast, as we saw other reviews and were shy of various good reviews. Although our experience
started a little slowly; It took a while after our initial seat to see the server, and the first round of cold coffee, they quickly recovered by replacing cold coffee with fresh breeds, and very quickly with their food prep. I have a kalua pork omelet with the side of the Portuguese sausage (highly recommend sausages - it's a bloomin' is fantastic!) which is very delicious, my wife has a
Belgian waffle with coconut syrup and fresh fruit (which she can't solve), and my son 9 y/o ordered a chocolate chip pumper from the kids menu (which he encountered My mother booked a classic breakfast. Food arrives quickly and hotly to the table, and the service is very concerned after our early Uh-oh! Do we choose other dud restaurant moments. I have to give the restaurant
staff a big thumbs up!, because it's not often someone usually sees a comeback like this after an initial impression in the first 15 minutes! They seriously got my respect. I have said in other reviews that I have worked in some luxury restaurants in the Vancouver area and the general rule that seems to be rampant in the industry is that the table sits within 2 minutes of arrival when
possible, and drinks are on the table in the next 3 minutes, the food generally served hot and perfectly cooked within 8 to 12 minutes. Lava Java dropped the ball at first standard, but really impressed me with their ability to turn on and restore the experience from there. I would rate 5 stars, but I felt this would for the overall experience, and prefer to be more realistic. Great bay
views from these restaurants, and the prices are average for establishments on the Ali'i strip in Kona-Kailua, but you won't leave hungry. Am I I have so many other options that are too hyped that we try before hand, we will often Lava Java Island more. We'll make this one of the go-to places to us on a return visit! I ate here in my first morning, and last I was as a wonderful way to
say good hello and bye to Hawaii. Delicious food, stunning locations, and beautiful sea views make recipes for breakfast perfection. The best waffles ever. Not too soggy, not too rib. Try one of their mocha coffee ramu! I don't have to go go across and go enough, make sure this place is on your list for the perfect start to a day in heaven. Paradise.
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